Student Art Inspired By

Broken Ground: New Directions in Land Art

Feb/Mar 2017
• Roberts Elementary
• Instructor: Debra Menacof
Reading Garden at Roberts Elementary

Rock Garden
sections by ILead – Artistic Impressions Team of Roberts students
Samples of rocks for Roberts Elementary **Rock Garden**; rocks contributed to the **Rock Garden** by all Roberts students.

**Mosaic Planter** for the **Roberts Elementary Reading Garden**: by ILead – Artistic Impressions Team of Roberts students.
The Roberts Elementary Reading Garden is located in the common areas in front of the office and classrooms. The design is organic to represent the flow of the Earth. Every child and adult in the school contributed to the Reading Garden. Each contributed a painted stone. Every design began with a thumb print that was incorporated into a pen design or a painted image. The student rocks are white and placed in the central part of the area and the adult rocks are gray. All the adult stones border the student stones because “grown-ups take care of them.”

Further colors were specific to grade levels:

- 5th grade: yellow to represent the sun – “they shine down upon us all!”
- 4th and 3rd grade: blue to represent the wind and water – “they are up and down and all around; they are finding themselves.”
- 2nd, 1st, and K: green – “they are grounded, testing things out, and growing.”

Each adult and child placed a rock in the garden. The area is on the right side of the garden.
The *Reading Garden* is a work in progress. The plants were added and a new sign will be placed here. Small boulders will be painted by classes and will fill the left side of the *Reading Garden*. Sculptures made of wire, metal, and books are planned.
• De Soto Trail Elementary
• Instructor: Kim Salesses
Indian Settlement:
Emily Fiedler
Olivia Hanlon
Nicholas Nowicki
McKinley Russell
Jordan Thomas

5th Grade
Manmade Paradise:
Nahum Biniam
Michael Lewis
Denver Raines
Nathan Streety
Louis Thomasson
Jason Wheeler
Brooke Wilkins

4th Grade
Mix Biomes
Kendall Baisch
Katie Bennett
Isabella Bianco
Kyla Coker
5th Grade
Beautiful Beach:
Taylor Baisch
Lilly Beeney
Christy Bennett
Patrick Brooks
Ava Carter
Stephen Foster
Olivia Hurt

5th Grade
Rocky River:
Jenny Chen
Reed Dender
Brennan Mardesich
Jake Mullins
Maggie Pifer
Kaitlyn Squires
Elena Toro

4th Grade
The Forest:
Tate Dixon
Brycelyn Dresser
Victoria Fox
Dominick Le
Billy Monroe
Ellie Oglo

5th Grade
The Barren Lands:
Kyrsten Gennah
Cody Guta
Preston Hearn
Jayda House
Taylor Lappin
Sierra Longfellow
Kaden Revell

4th Grade
Wildfire in the Forest:

Carter Allen
Athena Bongcaras
Josh Kumar
Annalise Milligan
Trenton Raines
Hunter Sapp
Nicholas Victor
Spencer Wolfe

4th Grade
Wonderful Waterfall:
Wyatt Kimsey
Caleb Lyons
Brett Mills
Luke Morris
Keegan Murphy
Emily Peirce
Noah Luciano
Natalie Payne

5th Grade
River Trees:
JR Jordan
Tova Krutchik
Jacob Lane
Piper Lindstrom
Ethan McEntee
Giselle Medina
Abigail Meeks

4th Grade
• Fort Braden School
• Instructor: Heather Clark
Earth
Brieanne P.
6th Grade
Mountains
Elizabeth B
6th Grade
Girl at the Pier
Elizabeth B.
6th Grade
Sailboat
Makayla C.
6th Grade
Blue Box
Jay D.

7th Grade
Dress
Elizabeth B.
6th Grade
Self-Portrait
Jacob S.
6th Grade
Untitled
Sabrina S.
Kendra A.
6th Grade
• Suwannee High School
• Instructor: Pam Williams
Untitled
Carly Bonds
SHS
Untitled
Jaylin Roberts
SHS
Untitled
Kailey Green
SHS
Untitled
Katie Thompson
SHS
Untitled
Noah O’Conney
SHS
Untitled
Sydney Wynn
SHS
• Lincoln High School
• Instructor: Shannon Takacs
The Lighthouse

watercolor

Haley White

LHS
The Lake

watercolor

Imani Sampson

LHS
Boxed Tree
watercolor
Jenna Higbeerttindell

LHS
Untitled
natural materials
Jonathan Moore
LHS
Cracked Stones

watercolor
Kara McDaniel

LHS
Driftwood Ship
watercolor
Keaundra Glover
LHS
Untitled
natural materials
Maxwell Schwartz

LHS
Clover Flow

clover
Piper Propp

LHS
Fenced In
leaves
Piper Propp
LHS
• Lincoln High School
• Instructor: Dr. Marilyn Proctor-Givens
Persephone
natural materials
Bailey Brite
LHS
Terra
natural & found media
Natalie Knobel

LHS
The leaves form a graduation cap. Seniors form the button on top, tassel, and spell out 17.
• Leon and Wakulla County Schools
• Art Instructors
Bridge Across Term
natural materials
Shannon Takacs

Art Instructor: Lincoln High School
Hope
natural materials
Cassie Tucker

Art Instructor:
Wakulla High School
This is Definitely Not a Giraffe
natural materials
Nikki Nicolas

Art Instructor:
Griffin Middle School
Palm Angel
natural materials
Janine Falah

Art Instructor: Sabal Palm
Elementary
Do You Lichen This to Art

natural materials
Sarah Raulerson

Art Instructor: Leon High School
Perspective
natural materials
Linda Johnson

Art Instructor:
Deerlake Middle School